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Abstract
We consider a Langevin dynamics scheme for a d-dimensional Ising model with a disordered
external magnetic "eld and establish that the averaged law of the empirical process obeys a large
deviation principle (LDP), according to a good rate functional Ja having a unique minimiser
Q∞. The asymptotic dynamics Q∞ may be viewed as the unique weak solution associated with
an in"nite-dimensional system of interacting di7usions, as well as the unique Gibbs measure
corresponding to an interaction  on in"nite dimensional path space. We then show that the
quenched law of the empirical process also obeys a LDP, according to a deterministic good rate
functional Jq satisfying: Jq¿Ja, so that (for a typical realisation of the disordered external
magnetic "eld) the quenched law of the empirical process converges exponentially fast to a
Dirac mass concentrated at Q∞.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and statement of the main results
In several recent papers, Br%ezin and De Dominicis have considered the statics and
the dynamics of an Ising model submitted to a Gaussian random "eld: in Br%ezin and
De Dominicis (1998b) they proceed to a “Replica Theory” analysis of the statics of
this random "eld Ising model (RFIM), whereas in Br%ezin and De Dominicis (1998a)
they study the Langevin dynamics associated with the model. In the latter note, they
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examined the time correlator associated with these dynamics and made the following
observation concerning the low temperature regime of low dimensional (d6 8) RFIMs:
the singularities appearing in the time correlator of the dynamics when letting the initial
time t0 go to −∞ are precisely the same as those appearing in the Replica Theory of the
statics in the n→0 limit. They conclude to the occurrence of an aging phenomenon in
the low temperature regime of such low dimensional RFIMs: the dynamical properties
of such disordered spin systems depend upon a “waiting time” t0.
In the present paper, our aim is to consider the very same Langevin dynamics
framework for such Gaussian RFIM and establish some large deviation principles for
the empirical process of the corresponding trajectories, both in the averaged regime
(when performing an average over the realisations of the disordered external "eld) and
in the quenched regime (i.e. for a "xed, typical realisation of the disorder variables).
As a consequence of these large deviation results, we may also state the following
strong law of large numbers: for a typical realisation of the disorder variables, the
quenched law of the empirical process converges exponentially fast to a Dirac mass
concentrated at some asymptotic dynamics Q∞, that may be explicitly described as the
unique weak solution associated with some in"nite-dimensional system of interacting
di7usions. Such large deviations approach to the dynamics of disordered systems has
already been applied in the context of the Sherrington–Kirkpatrick model (see Ben
Arous and Guionnet, 1997; Ben Arous and Guionnet, 1998; Grunwald, 1996, 1998),
and more recently the same kind of results have been derived in the context of a
short range spin glass (Ben Arous and Sortais, 2002). Here the situation is certainly
much simpler in the sense that we are dealing with a site disordered system, and
not a bond disordered one; in such a simple situation we are able to characterise the
asymptotic dynamics Q∞ as the unique Gibbs measure corresponding to some "nite
range, translation invariant interaction on path space, and the averaged LDP obtained
for the empirical process may then be seen as a consequence of the Gibbsian nature
of the averaged regime.
Let us now be more precise about the context we are working in. We consider the
d-dimensional lattice disordered system whose Hamiltonian H k
 in the "nite volume

= [− N; N ]d ∩ Zd writes:
H k
(x) =−2
(∑
j∼i
xix j +
∑
i∈

kixi
)
; x∈{−1; 1}Zd ;
k= (ki)i∈Zd being an i.i.d. family of centred Gaussian random variables with variance
2 (j∼i means that sites j and i are nearest neighbours in 
, 
 being equipped with
its periodic boundary conditions).
In order to consider the Langevin dynamics corresponding to H k
, we replace the
“hard” spin variables (xi ∈{−1; 1}) by linear spin variables (xi ∈R), introduce the real
polynomial function U given by
U (x) = Cx4 − Dx2
for some positive constants C and D, and consider the process
dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt; i∈Zd;
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as our reference process (here and in the sequel, (wi)i∈Zd denotes an i.i.d. family of
standard brownian motions indexed by the lattice); observe that the equilibrium measure
C;D corresponding to this process is proportional to e−2U (x) dx, so that
C;D =⇒
C;D↗∞
1
2
(−1 + 1) when D = 2C:
Fixing ¿ 0 (inverse temperature parameter) and T ¿ 0 (terminal time of the ex-
periment), we let 0 be some compactly supported probability measure on R; in the
"nite volume 
 equipped with periodic boundary conditions, the nearest neighbour
interacting system of di7usions Sk
 given by
dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
(∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)
dt (i∈
; 06 t6T )
with the “deep quench” initial condition: law(x|t=0) = ⊗
0 then has an invariant re-
versible measure proportional to: exp(−H k
(x))⊗
C;D(dx). Denoting by WT the (Polish)
space of all real valued continuous functions on the interval [0;T ], we let Qk
 be the
law of the system Sk
; Q
k

 is a probability measure on W


T , which we shall write as
Qk
 ∈M(W
T ):
We de"ne the empirical process (
)x corresponding to a "nite-dimensional vector of
di7usions x∈W
T through the identity:
(
)x =
1
|
|
∑
i∈

x(
); (i) ;
 = x(
) ∈W ZdT being the in"nite-dimensional vector of di7usions obtained from x by
reproducing periodically on the lattice the information contained in the box 
 and
(i) ∈W ZdT being the new con"guration obtained from  by shifting the origin of the
lattice at site i:
((i))j = j+i ; ∀j∈Zd:
Now let Ms( ) be the (Polish) space of all spatially shift invariant probability
measures on  =W Z
d
T ; 
(
)
x is an Ms( )-valued variable on W
T , and we shall denote
by !k
 the law of 
(
)
x under dQk
(x), so that:
!k
 ∈M(Ms( )):
Finally !
 ∈M(Ms( )) is de"ned through the identity:
!
(A) =
∫
d"(k)!k
(A)
holding for any Borel setA⊂Ms( ) (!
 is the averaged law of the empirical process).
Our main results are large deviation principles for the families (!
)
⊂⊂Zd and
(!k
)
⊂⊂Zd (for a typical realisation of k), yielding a fast convergence of these fam-
ilies towards a Dirac mass Q∞ as 
↗Zd; the asymptotic dynamics Q∞ may be
described in several ways: as the unique weak solution corresponding to an in"nite
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dimensional system of interacting di7usions, as the mean of a family of disordered,
in"nite-dimensional dynamics and also as the unique Gibbs measure corresponding to
a "nite-range, translation-invariant interaction on path space  . We refer the reader to
Section 1.2 in (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1998, pp. 4,5) for precise de"nitions concerning
large deviation principles, rate functions and good rate functions.
Theorem 1.1. (i) For any inverse temperature parameter  and any terminal time T ,
the family (!
)
⊂⊂Zd obeys a large deviation principle on Ms(W Z
d
T ), on the scale
|
| and according to a good rate function
Ia :Ms(W Z
d
T )→ [0;+∞]
having a unique minimiser Q∞.
Moreover, Q∞ is the unique weak solution corresponding to the following in:nite
dimensional system of nearest neighbour interacting di;usions:

dxit = dv
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt
law(x|t=0) = ⊗Z
d
0 (i∈Zd; 06 t6T )
where {(vit)06t6T}i∈Zd is an i.i.d. family of time inhomogeneous Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
processes satisfying:
vi0 = 0 and dv
i
t = dw
i
t + "tv
i
t dt for "t =
22
1 + 22t
:
(ii) Furthermore, almost surely in the realisations of the disorder variables k, the
family (!k
)
⊂⊂Zd also obeys a large deviation principle on Ms( ), on the scale |
|
and according to a good rate function Iq satisfying:
Iq¿Ia:
Note. Each of the processes (vit)t¿0 may also be presented as
vit = (1 + 
22t)
∫ t
0
dwis
1 + 22s
and is thus a centred Gaussian process having the covariance structure:
E[visv
i
t] = s(1 + 
22t); ∀06 s6 t:
So the only di7erence between the stochastic di7erential system characterising Q∞ and
the in"nite volume Langevin dynamics of a standard Ising model lies in the nature of
the “thermal noise” driving the system: in the case of a standard Ising model it is an
i.i.d. family {(wit)06t6T ; i∈Zd} of standard brownian motions, whereas here we have
an i.i.d. collection of centred gaussian processes with a very simple time correlation
structure. Actually, each of the processes (vit)06t6T may also be represented as
(zi · t + wit)06t6T ;
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where (wit)06t6T is an i.i.d. family of standard Brownian Motions and (z
i) an i.i.d. fam-
ily of centred Gaussian variables with variance 22, independent of (wit)06t6T . So as a
consequence of the preceding theorem we may state that the disordered, in"nite-volume
Stochastic Di7erential System
(Sk∞)


dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
(∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)
dt;
law(x|t=0) = ⊗Z
d
0 (i∈Zd; 06 t6T )
has a unique weak solution Pk, P-a.s.(k), and that
Q∞(:) =
∫
Pk(:) dP(k):
Furthermore, Q∞ may also be presented as the unique Gibbs measure associated with
a "nite-range interaction  on in"nite-dimensional path space  (equipped with an
in"nite tensor product of Wiener measures as reference measure); such presentation is
proposed in Section 2 (see in particular Sections 2.2, 2.3 and Proposition 2.2 therein).
The Gibbsian nature of Q∞ plays an important role in our understanding of the level
3 large deviations occurring in the Langevin dynamics of the RFIM, hopefully this
presentation of Q∞ should also prove useful in the investigations related to its space
and time decorrelation properties, at least in the high temperature regime. We may also
state as an elementary remark that the limiting probability dQ∞(x) thus obtained does
not correspond to a Markov "eld of interacting di7usions. This is no surprise; indeed,
in the case of Sherrington–Kirkpatrick spin glass dynamics, Ben Arous and Guionnet
had already isolated a limiting dynamics that was a strongly non-Markov one (see
Ben Arous and Guionnet, 1998), thus con"rming some of the predictions made by
Sompolinsky and Zippelius in (Sompolinsky and Zippelius, 1983). In comparison, the
limiting dynamics Q∞ obtained in the context of the RFIM may not be considered
as a strongly non-Markov one: Q∞ is characterised through an explicit equation, and
adding the variable (vit)06t6T at each site i∈Zd suOces to come back to a (time
inhomogeneous) Markov "eld.
As a simple consequence of the preceding large deviations results, one may for
example "x some bounded continuous functionals ’i :WT→R (16 i6 n) and some
bounded continuous F :Rn→R to state that for a typical realisation of the disorder
variables k, the distribution of
F
(
1
|
|
∑
i∈

’1(xi); : : : ;
1
|
|
∑
i∈

’n(xi)
)
under dQk
(x) converges exponentially fast to a Dirac mass concentrated at
F
(∫
’1 dQ∞; : : : ;
∫
’n dQ∞
)
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when 
↗Zd, with an exponential speed of convergence that may be bounded from
below uniformly in k by using the averaged LD rate functional Ia.
Here is the plan we follow in order to establish these large deviation results: in
Section 2 we perform a standard Gaussian computation in order to view the "nite
volume, averaged probability
Q
 =
∫
d"(k)Qk

as the law of a (new) system of interacting di7usions (S
) that is spatially homoge-
neous. One may then remark that Shiga and Shimizu’s theorem (Shiga and Shimizu,
1980), asserting the existence and uniqueness of a strong solution for certain in"-
nite dimensional systems of interacting di7usions, may be used here; we thus let
Q∞ denote the probability law corresponding to an in"nite dimensional extension
of (S
) and show, using an integration by parts formula established by Cattiaux,
Roelly and Zessin (Cattiaux et al., 1996), that Q∞ may also be characterised as
the unique Gibbs measure associated with some translation invariant interaction 
on  .
Section 3 is devoted to a derivation of the LDP for (!
)
⊂⊂Zd . The LD upper
bound is established using the Gibbsian nature of the averaged regime and Varadhan’s
method (cf. Olla, 1988); in the present context one has to proceed carefully since the
continuous functionals entering in the de"nition of the interaction  are not uniformly
bounded on  : fortunately one may establish that the con"nement induced by the single
site potential U is strong enough to compensate for the lack of compactness in the
spin variables xi. We then check the validity of the Gibbsian variational principle for
the interaction  and establish the LD lower bound following the method devised by
FQollmer and Orey in the context of Gibbs measures on {±1}Zd (see FQollmer and Orey,
1988).
In Section 4 we give a quick derivation of the LDP for (!k
)
⊂⊂Zd following
Comets (1989); the corresponding rate functional Iq :Ms(W Z
d
T )→[0;+∞] has a rather
intricate expression, and studying the set of all minimisers corresponding to Iq might
seem hopeless at "rst. Nevertheless, according to some general considerations con-
cerning Large Deviations in Disordered Systems or Random Media (see e.g.
Lemma 2.2.8 in Chapter 2 of Zeitouni, 2003), the deterministic rate functionals
Iq;Ia :Ms( )→[0;+∞] associated with the Large Deviations of the empirical pro-
cess in the quenched regime and in the annealed regime do certainly
satisfy
Iq¿Ia;
and we also know that the set of all minimisers of Ia is reduced to a singleton {Q∞}
(since this set also coincides with the set of all translation invariant Gibbs measures
associated with , according to the Variational Principle).
Finally, in Section 5 we brieRy show that one may change to a certain extent the
initial and boundary conditions entering in the de"nition of Qk
 and still derive such
LD Principles for the empirical process.
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2. Gibbsian nature of the averaged regime
2.1. In:nite-dimensional extension of the averaged regime probabilities
Before stating the main result of this section, we remind that Sk
 denotes the
following system of nearest neighbour interacting di7usions:

dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
(∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)
dt;
Law(x|t=0) = ⊗
0 (i∈
; 06 t6T )
(k being some "xed realisation of the disordered external magnetic "eld, 0 some
compactly supported probability measure on the real line, and 
 being equipped with
its periodic boundary conditions). Qk
 stands for the probability law corresponding to
the system Sk
, and the probability Q
 corresponding to the averaged regime is then
de"ned by
Q
(:) =
∫
d"(k)Qk
(:):
The following proposition shows that this new probability Q
 on Wiener space W
T
may also be viewed as the law of a nearest neighbour interacting di7usions system
S
.
Proposition 2.1. Q
 is the weak solution corresponding to the interacting di;usions
system S
 given by

dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt +
22
1 + 22t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
yit = x
i
t − xi0 +
∫ t
0
U ′(xis) ds; z
i
t =
∫ t
0
xis ds
Law(x|t=0) = ⊗
0 (i∈
; 06 t6T ):
Proof. We let PT denote the probability law on Wiener space WT corresponding to
the process:
dxt = dwt − U ′(xt) dt
with initial condition: law(x|t=0) = 0. PT is such that
xt − x0 +
∫ t
0
U ′(xv) dv is a standard Brownian motion under dPT (x):
Let also Pt denote the restriction of PT to the -algebra Ft corresponding to the time
interval [0; t] ⊂ [0; T ], and Q
;t denote similarly the restriction of Q
 to the -algebra
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in W
T corresponding to this same time interval. According to Fubini and Girsanov’s
theorems:
Q
P⊗
T ;
and
M
t =
dQ
;t
dP⊗
t
is a positive P⊗
T -martingale with mean 1, such that
M
t (x) =
∫
d"(k)
[
exp
{

∑
i∈

∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju + k
i
)
dwiu
− 
2
2
∑
i∈

∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju + k
i
)2
du




= exp

∑
i∈

∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju
)
dwiu −
2
2
∑
i∈

∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju
)2
du


×
∫
d"(k)
[
exp
{
(k
;A; t(x))− 
2t
2
(k
; k
)
}]
;
A; t(x) being the 
-dimensional real vector de"ned by:
Ai; t(x) = w
i
t(x)− 2
∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju
)
du
= 
(
xit − xi0 +
∫ t
0
(
U ′(xis)− 
∑
j∼i
x js
)
ds
)
:
Averaging over the Gaussian vector k, we then obtain
logM
t (x) =mart:
2
2
(
A; t(x);
1
1 + 22t
A; t(x)
)
+ 
∑
i∈

∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju
)
dwiu
=mart: 2
∫ t
0
(
A;u(x)
1 + 22u
; dA;u(x)
)
+ 
∑
i∈

∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju
)
dwiu
=mart: 2
∑
i∈

∫ t
0
Ai;u(x)
1 + 22u
dwiu(x) + 
∑
i∈

∫ t
0
(∑
j∼i
x ju
)
dwiu;
the sign =mart: meaning here that the two P⊗
T -semimartingales under consideration (on
the left hand side and on the right hand side of the equality) have the same martingale
part.
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At this stage one should check that the positive martingale M
t (x) is a uniformly
integrable one, so as to make sure that Girsanov’s theorem may be applied a second
time. We prove a stronger fact in Section 3 (see Proposition 3.1): (M
t (x))06t6T is
in fact bounded from above, P⊗
T -a.s. in x.
Girsanov’s theorem may thus be applied to the probability Q
 on path space W
T
corresponding to the uniformly integrable martingale (M
t (x))06t6T , and the proposi-
tion is proved.
Note. Adding the variables
yit = x
i
t − xi0 +
∫ t
0
U ′(xis) ds; z
i
t =
∫ t
0
xis ds
at each site i∈
 and letting: "t =22=(1+22t), one may notice that the interacting
di7usions system S
 obtained in the averaged regime is a Markov one, since the
di7erentials of the new variables yi and zi are
dyit = dw
i
t + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt and dzit = x
i
t dt:
Classical results of Ito calculus assert that S
, viewed as a Markov system of interacting
three dimensional di7usions, has a unique strong solution for any inverse temperature
parameter  and any terminal time T ¿ 0, that may be constructed through Euler’s
method (cf. Krylov, 1990).
Actually, the monotonicity properties of the drift term appearing in the di7erentials
dxit , dy
i
t and dz
i
t are such that one may assert, following Shiga and Shimizu, a strong
existence and uniqueness result for the corresponding in"nite dimensional system S∞,
given by

dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt;
dyit = dw
i
t + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt;
dzit = x
i
t dt;
Law(x|t=0) = ⊗Z
d
0 ; y|t=0 = z|t=0 = 0 (i∈Zd; 06 t6T ):
To be more precise, we next introduce some notations and give a strong existence and
uniqueness theorem for in"nite systems of n-dimensional di7usions that is convenient
for our purpose.
Denition 2.1. Fix an integer n¿ 1. For each p∈Z and X = (Xi)i∈Zd ∈ (Rn)Z
d
, let
‖X ‖2p =
∑
i∈Zd
1
(1 + |i|)2p |Xi|
2 (with: |i|= |i1|+ · · ·+ |id|)
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and de"ne the Hilbert space Sp(Zd;Rn) as
Sp(Zd;Rn) = {X ∈ (Rn)Zd =‖X ‖p ¡+∞}:
The space of Rn-valued rapidly decreasing sequences on Zd is then de"ned as
S(Zd;Rn) =
⋂
p∈Z
Sp(Zd;Rn):
S(Zd;Rn) is a nuclear space for the sequence of norms ‖:‖p, and its dual space is the
space S ′(Zd;Rn) of all tempered Rn-valued sequences on Zd:
S ′(Zd;Rn) =
⋃
p∈Z
Sp(Zd;Rn):
We also let: S(Zd) = S(Zd;R) and S+(Zd) = S(Zd;R+), and we recall that any
S ′(Zd;Rn)-valued path X: : [0; T ] → (Rn)Zd that is weakly continuous is also strongly
continuous.
Following Shiga and Shimizu, we may now state a strong existence and uniqueness
theorem for in"nite systems of Rn-valued di7usions whose coeOcients satisfy some
monotonicity condition.
Theorem 2.1. Consider the in:nite dimensional system of Rn-valued di;usions (E)
given by:
(E): dX it =  · dwit + fi(t;X it ;Xt) dt; i∈Zd; t¿ 0
where:
• Xt = (X it )i∈Zd ∈ (Rn)Z
d
.
• {(wit)t¿0; i∈Zd} is an i.i.d. family of standard n-dimensional brownian motions.
•  is :xed in Rn⊗n.
• fi :R+ × Rn × (Rn)Zd→Rn is a family of continuous mappings such that:
◦ fi(t; 0; 0) = 0, ∀i∈Zd, ∀t¿ 0
◦ ∀i∈Zd, ∀
 ⊂⊂ Zd, fi :R+×Rn×(Rn)Zd→Rn is locally Lipschitz in the variables
(t; 3; (X i)i∈
)
◦ Monotonicity Condition:
∃K; L¿0; ∃c=(ci)i∈Zd∈S+(Zd); ∀i∈Zd; ∀t¿0; ∀3; 7∈Rn; ∀X; Y∈(Rn)Z
d
;
((3−7);fi(t; 3;X )−fi(t; 7;Y ))6K |3−7|2+L|3−7| ·
√∑
j∈Zd
ci−j|X j−Y j|2:
Then: for each X ∈ S ′(Zd;Rn), (E) has a unique strong solution (Xt)t¿0 with ini-
tial condition X0 = X , moreover (Xt)t¿0 has a.s. S ′(Zd;Rn)-valued paths that are
continuous with respect to the strong topology in S ′(Zd;Rn).
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Proof. One merely needs to adapt the demonstration of Theorem 4.1 in (Shiga and
Shimizu, 1980) (for a complete proof see Sortais (2001, Theorem 2.2.1 in Chapter 2)).
Corollary 2.1. For any compactly supported probability 0 on the real line, the
in:nite system of three-dimensional interacting di;usions S∞ given by

dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
dyit = dw
i
t + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
dzit = x
i
t dt
Law(x|t=0) = ⊗Z
d
0 ; y|t=0 = z|t=0 = 0 (i∈Zd; 06 t6T )
has a unique strong solution (Xt)t¿0, and (Xt)t¿0 has a.s. Sd(Zd;R3)-valued,
continuous paths.
Proof. Apply simply the preceding theorem to the situation where
n= 3;  =


1 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0


and fi :R+ × R3 × (R3)Zd → R3 is de"ned through the identity:
∀t¿ 0; ∀3= (31; 32; 33)∈R3; ∀X = (xi; yi; zi)i∈Zd ∈ (R3)Z
d
;
fi(t; 3;X ) =


−U ′(31) + 
∑
j∼i
x j + "t
(
yi − 
∑
j∼i
z j
)

∑
j∼i
x j + "t
(
yi − 
∑
j∼i
z j
)
xi


;
observe also that our “deep quench” initial condition ⊗Z
d
0 satis"es: 
⊗Zd
0 (Sd(Zd;R))=1.
Note. (a) (Xt)06t6T = (xit ; y
i
t ; z
i
t)06t6T being the unique strong solution corresponding
to the system S∞, we let Q∞ denote the probability law of (xit)06t6T ; Q∞ is a
spatially shift invariant probability measure on in"nite dimensional path space  =
W Z
d
T : Q∞ ∈Ms( ).
In the next sections we show that Q∞ may be viewed as a Gibbs measure on  
and give the corresponding interaction on path space explicitly.
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(b) As an intermediate step in the proof of Theorem 2.1, one may show that Q∞
satis"es:∫
dQ∞
{
sup
06t6T
‖xt‖2d
}
¡∞:
Actually, still using Ito’s formula and an appropriate Gromwall inequality, one may
also prove that the quantity
sup
06t6T
(∫
dQ∞‖xt‖2pd
)
is "nite for all p¿ 1 (see the proof of Theorem 4.6 in FQollmer and Wakolbinger,
1986).
As an easy consequence, we may state that integrals such as∫
dQ∞(x)|xiT |p or
∫
dQ∞(x)
(∫ T
0
|xit |p dt
)
are bounded from above uniformly in i∈Zd, for all p¿ 1.
(c) Last but not least, the dynamics Q∞ may be very conveniently compared to the
dynamics of a standard Ising model by introducing the new variables:
vit = y
i
t − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
at each site i∈Zd. Indeed, one obtains that Q∞ may also be viewed as the probability
law corresponding to the system
dxit = dv
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt;
Law(x|t=0) = ⊗Z
d
0 ;
{vit ; 06 t6T}i∈Zd being an i.i.d. family of time inhomogeneous Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
processes under Q∞, solving the following linear stochastic di7erential equation:
dvt = dwt + "tvt dt;
with initial condition: v0 = 0.
2.2. Gibbsian integration by parts formula on path space
Our aim in the present section is to present brieRy some of the main results con-
tained in (Cattiaux et al., 1996); to this end we "rst give general de"nitions for Gibbs
measures based on the lattice Zd.
Denition 2.2. Let X be a Polish space (spin space) and let Td denote the set of all
"nite subsets 
 ⊂⊂ Zd.
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Let =⊗i∈Zd9i be an in"nite tensor product of -"nite measures on X and : be a
probability measure on X Z
d
.
(1) A family ; = (;
)
∈Td of ¿ 0, measurable functionals on X
Zd is said to be a
(:; )-modi:cation when the following conditions are satis"ed:
(i) ∀
∈Td;
∫
;
(z ∨ x
c) d
 (z) = 1; :
c -a:s:(x
c)
(ii) ∀
 ⊂ <∈Td; :<c -a:s:(x<c); (< ⊗ x<c )-a:s:(y);
;<(y) = ;
(y) ·
∫
;<(z ∨ y
c) d
(z)
(here and in the sequel, (z ∨ y
c) denotes the combination of con"gurations
z ∈X
 and y
c ∈X
c).
(2) An interaction = ( 
)
∈Td is a family of measurable functionals on X
Zd such
that:
(i) ∀
∈Td;  
 :X Zd → R is F
-measurable
(ii) ∀
∈Td;
∑

′∩
 
=?
| 
′(x)|¡∞; ∀x∈X Zd
(F
 being the -algebra generated by the projections pi :X Z
d → X; i∈Zd).
One may then consider the Hamiltonian potential H = (H
 )
⊂⊂Zd
corresponding to the interaction . H is de"ned through the identities:
H
 (x) =
∑

′∩
 
=?
 
′(x)
holding for all 
∈Td and all x∈X Zd .
In the situation where the partition function corresponding to the interaction
 is well de"ned, i.e.:
∀
∈Td; :
c -a:s:(x
c);
Z
 (x
c) =
∫
d
(z) exp(−H
 (z ∨ x
c))¡+∞;
one may then easily check that
;
(x
 ∨ x
c) = exp(−H


 (x
 ∨ x
c))
Z
 (x
c)
de"nes a (:; )-modi"cation on X Z
d
.
(3) Given any (:; )-modi"cation ;, one says that the probability : is a Gibbs
measure on X Z
d
whenever
∀
∈Td; :
c -a:s:(x
c); :(dx
|x
c) = ;
(x
 ∨ x
c) d
(x
):
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Note. (a) When the modi"cation ; is constructed via an interaction potential , the
corresponding Gibbs measures are called (; )-Gibbs measures.
(b) When one knows that the family of ¿ 0 functionals ;= (;
)
∈Td on X
Zd is a
(:; )-modi"cation, to make sure that : is a (;; )-Gibbs measure one simply has to
check that the identity
:(dx|3) = ;{i}(x ∨ 3) d9i(x)
holds :{i}c -a.s.(3), for each site i∈Zd.
Several authors (FQollmer and Orey, 1988; Olla, 1988; Comets, 1989) have inves-
tigated the LD asymptotics of the empirical process ˆ(
)x in the situation where x is
distributed according to some (; )-Gibbs measure G on X Z
d
. In each of these articles,
the Gibbsian interaction  is assumed to satisfy translation invariance, so that
 
(x(i)) =  i+
(x) for all 
; i; x;
as well as the following summability property
‖‖=
∑

O
sup
x
| 
(x)|¡+∞:
Assuming additionally that each of the functionals de"ning the interaction  is contin-
uous and that the reference measure  is simply the in"nite tensor product of a single
site probability measure 90, one may then state that the law of the empirical process
ˆ(
)x under dG(x) obeys a LDP on Ms(X Z
d
), on the scale |
| and according to the
good rate function I :Ms(X Z
d
)→ [0;+∞] given by
∀P ∈Ms(X Zd); I(P) =H(P)−
∫
X Zd
V(x) dP(x)− p;
where
V(x) =−
∑
AO
1
|A|  A(x)
and
p = inf
Q∈Ms(X Zd )
{
H(P)−
∫
X Zd
V(x) dP(x)
}
;
H(P) =H(P|9⊗Z
d
0 ) being the speci"c entropy relative to  = 9
⊗Zd
0 .
One should also add that the very same LD results are valid when considering the
law of the empirical process ˆ(
)x under dG(x|
c), the probability dG(x|
c) being
a conditional version of dG(x) knowing that x
c = 
c , and  ∈X Zd being any "xed
boundary condition.
Before stating the Integration by Parts Formula that was developed by Cattiaux,
Roelly and Zessin in the context of Gibbs measures on path space  =W Z
d
T , we would
like to motivate such developments and show how the in"nite dimensional dynamics
Q∞ (de"ned after Corollary 2.1) may also be presented as a Gibbs measure on  . It is
actually a rather straightforward task to "nd a satisfactory expression for the interaction
a corresponding to Q∞ when  is equipped with the reference measure R⊗Z
d
T , RT
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denoting the Wiener measure on WT having initial condition 0 (cf. Corollary 2.1).
Indeed, setting periodic boundary conditions on the "nite cubic box 
=[−N; N ]d∩Zd,
one may notice that the Radon–Nykod%Um derivative of the averaged regime probability
Q
 with respect to the reference probability measure R⊗
T writes
dQ

dR⊗
T
(x
) = exp
{∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
))
dxit
−1
2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
))2
dt

 ;
j∼i meaning here that sites i; j∈
 are nearest neighbours when 
 is considered
with its periodic boundary conditions, and " still denoting the function given by:
"t = 22=(1 + 22t).
Introducing the functionals Fi; Gi; Hi :R+ ×  3 → R given by
Fi(t; x; y; z) = Gi(t; x; y; z) + Hi(t; x; y; z)
and
Gi(t; x; y; z)=−U (xi)+"txiyi; Hi(t; x; y; z)=xi
∑
j∼i
(x j−"tz j)−"tzi
∑
j∼i
x j
we then have
dQ

dR⊗
T
(x
) = exp{−K
T (x
)};
where (under dR⊗
T (x
)):
−K
T (x
) =
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)
dxit −
1
2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)2
dt
=
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
@Gi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)
dxit +
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
@Hi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)
dxit
− 1
2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
@Gi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)2
dt
−
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
@Gi
@xi
· @Hi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)
dt
− 1
2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
@Hi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)2
dt:
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Using Ito’s formula, we then obtain
−K
T (x
) =
∑
i∈

[Gi(T ; xT ; yT ; zT )− Gi(0; x0; y0; z0)
− 1
2
∫ T
0
(
@Gi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)
)2
dt
−
∫ T
0
@Gi
@yi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)(dxit + U
′(xit) dt)−
∫ T
0
@Gi
@t
(t; xt ; yt ; zt) dt
− 1
2
∫ T
0
(
@2Gi
@(xi)2
+ 2
@2Gi
@xi@yi
)
(t; xt ; yt ; zt) dt
]
+
∑
i∈

[Hi(T ; xT ; yT ; zT )− Hi(0; x0; y0; z0)
− 1
2
∫ T
0
@Hi
@zi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt)xit dt
+ 
∫ T
0
"t

x jt∑
k∼i
xkt + x
i
t
∑
l∼j
xlt

 dt −  ∫ T
0
"2t
(
zitx
j
t + z
j
t x
i
t
)
dt


− 1
2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
))2
dt:
In this last expression for the Girsanov exponent −K
T (x
), the "rst sum obviously
corresponds to a sum of self interactions, the second sum corresponds to a sum of
nearest neighbours two spins interactions and the third sum corresponds to a sum of
self interactions, nearest neighbours two spins interactions and three spins {xi; x j; xk}
interactions, where i ∼ j ∼ k in 
per: and i = k, so that "nally
K
T (x
) =
∑
:⊂

 a:(x);
a being the interaction given by
 ai (x) =U (x
i
T )− U (xi0) +
1
2
("T (xi
2
T − 2xiTyiT )− xi
2
0 )
− 1
2
∫ T
0
(U ′′(xit)− U ′(xit)2) dt +
1
2
∫ T
0
(1 + 2(xit − yit)U ′(xit))"t dt
+
1
2
∫ T
0
("t(xit − yit))2 dt;
 ai; j(x) =−(xiT x jT − xi0x j0) + "T (z jT xiT + ziT x jT )
− 
∫ T
0
(U ′(xit)x
j
t + U
′(x jt )x
i
t) dt +
2
2
∫ T
0
(xi
2
t + x
j2
t ) dt
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+ 
∫ T
0
(U ′(xit)z
j
t + U
′(x jt )z
i
t + x
i
ty
j
t + x
j
t y
i
t − 2xitx jt )"t dt
− 2
∫ T
0
(xitz
i
t + x
j
t z
j
t )"t dt − 
∫ T
0
(zit(y
j
t − x jt ) + z jt (yit − xit))"2t dt
+
2
2
∫ T
0
(zi
2
t + z
j2
t )"
2
t dt if : j∼i;
 ai; j; k(x) = 
2
(∫ T
0
xitx
k
t dt −
∫ T
0
(x jt z
k
t + x
k
t z
j
t )"t dt +
∫ T
0
z jt z
k
t "
2
t dt
)
if : j ∼ i ∼ k; j = k;
 aA (x) = 0 else:
Note. Remembering that: yit = x
i
t − xi0 +
∫ t
0 U
′(xis) ds, we also have∫ T
0
"t(xit − yit)U ′(xit) dt =−
∫ T
0
"ty˜it dy˜
i
t for : y˜
i
t = y
i
t − xit ;
so that∫ T
0
"t(xit − yit)U ′(xit) dt +
1
2
∫ T
0
(
"t(xit − yit)
)2
dt
=− 1
2
("T (y˜iT )
2 − "0(y˜i0)2)
=− "T
2
(∫ T
0
U ′(xit) dt
)2
+
1
2
(xi0)
2;
which yields the following alternative expression for  i:
 ai (x) =U (x
i
T )− U (xi0) +
1
2
("T (xi
2
T − 2xiTyiT )− xi
2
0 )
− 1
2
∫ T
0
(U ′′(xit)− U ′(xit)2) dt +
1
2
ln(1 + 22T )
− "T
2
(∫ T
0
U ′(xit) dt
)2
+
1
2
(xi0)
2:
Let us next present the elements of Malliavin calculus enabling us to give a proper
statement of an integration by parts formula for Gibbs measures on  .
Denition 2.3. • W 1;2(C[0; T ]) denotes the Sobolev space of all functionals F :C[0; T ]→
R such that: F is square integrable with respect to RT (F ∈L2(C[0; T ])) and there exists
a family
{(DtF(!))06t6T ;!∈C[0; T ]}
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in L2([0; T ];C[0; T ]) such that
∀g∈L2([0; T ]); DgF (!) = lim
F↘0
1
F
(
F
(
!+ F
∫ :
0
gs ds
)
− F(!)
)
exists as a strong limit in L2(C[0; T ]) and equals:
∫ T
0 gt(DtF)(!) dt.
• W 1;∞(C[0; T ]) is the subspace of W 1;2(C[0; T ]) consisting of all those F for which
the family {(DtF(!))06t6T ;!∈C[0; T ]} takes its values in L∞(C[0; T ];L2([0; T ])).
• We also let W(C[0; T ]) ⊂ W 1;∞(C[0; T ]) denote the set of all regular functionals
F :C[0; T ]→ R such that:
F(!) = f(!t0 ; !t1 ; : : : ; !tn)
for some "nite sequence 06 t0 ¡t1 ¡ · · ·¡tn6T and some C∞, compactly
supported f.
Let us recall at this stage that the very "rst integration by parts formula of Malli-
avin calculus (see Nualart, 1998, Chapter 1) states that, relatively to the standard
Wiener measure on C[0; T ]:
∀F ∈W(C[0; T ]); ∀g∈L2([0; T ]);
E
(∫ T
0
gtDtF dt
)
= E(DgF) = E
(
F
∫ T
0
gt dwt
)
:
We next de"ne Sobolev spaces corresponding to the in"nite product  .
• For any i∈Zd and g = gi ∈L2([0; T ]), for !∈ T , let ! + F
∫ :
0 g
i
s ds denote the
element !′ of  such that
!′j = !j for j = i and !′i = !i + F
∫ :
0
gis ds:
The Sobolev space W 1;2( ) then consists of all functionals F : → R that are
square integrable with respect to the reference measure R⊗Z
d
T and such that there
exists a family {(DitF(!))i∈Zd;06t6T ;!∈WT} in (L2([0; T ];WT ))Z
d
satisfying:
∀i∈Zd; ∀gi ∈L2([0; T ]);
lim
F↘0
1
F
(
F
(
!+ F
∫ :
0
gis ds
)
− F(!)
)
= DigiF(!) =
∫ T
0
git(D
i
tF)(!) dt;
the preceding limit being taken in the strong sense in L2( ).
• W 1;∞( ) is the subspace of W 1;2( ) consisting of all those F for which the family
{(DitF(!))i∈Zd;06t6T ;!∈C[0; T ]} takes its values in (L2( ;L∞([0; T ])))Z
d
.
• Wloc( ) is the set of all regular functionals F : → R satisfying:
F(!) = f(!:t0 ; !
:
t1 ; : : : ; !
:
tn)
for some "nite subset : ⊂⊂ Zd and some "nite sequence 06 t0 ¡t1 ¡ · · ·¡tn6T ,
f being C∞ and compactly supported.
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• W 1;∞loc ( ) (resp. W 1;2loc ( )) consists of all functionals F = F(!)∈W 1;∞( ) (resp.
W 1;2( )) depending on ! only through a "nite number of coordinates: F(!)=F(!:)
for some : ⊂⊂ Zd.
• Finally, let E[0;T ] denote the set of all elementary L2 functions g : [0; T ]→ R:
∀g∈L2([0; T ]);
(g∈E[0;T ]) ⇔ (∃0 = t0 ¡t1 ¡ · · ·¡tn = T; g is constant
in each interval [ti−1; ti[):
We may now state an integration by parts formula holding for all Gibbs mea-
sures Q on in"nite dimensional path space  corresponding to some (reasonable)
interaction G.
Theorem 2.2. Let HG denote the Hamiltonian potential corresponding to some inter-
action G on ( ;R⊗Z
d
T ) (c.f. De"nition 3.1) and suppose that for each i∈Zd and for
all 7∈W (Zd\{i})T , HGi (!; 7) is a W 1;2 functional of !∈C[0; T ] and (DitHGi (!; 7))06t6T
has a measurable version.
Let Q be a probability measure on  satisfying:
∀t ∈ [0; T ]; ∀i∈Zd; EQ(|!it |)¡∞ and EQ
(∫ T
0
|DitHGi | dt
)
¡∞:
If Q is a Gibbs measure with respect to G and R⊗Z
d
T , then
∀F ∈W 1;∞loc ( T ); ∀i∈Zd; ∀gi ∈E[0;T ];
EQ
(
F
∫ T
0
git d!
i
t
)
= EQ(DigiF)− EQ(FDigiHGi ):
Proof. See (Cattiaux et al., 1996, Theorem 2.11, "rst part).
2.3. Characterisation of Q∞ as a Gibbs measure
Although the in"nite-dimensional system of interacting di7usions S∞ given by

dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
dyit = dw
i
t + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
dzit = x
i
t dt
Law(x|t=0) = ⊗Z
d
0 ; y|t=0 = z|t=0 = 0 (i∈Zd; 06 t6T )
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is not a gradient one, we may still use the Gibbsian integration by parts formula as an
essential tool to prove the following.
Proposition 2.2. Let Q be a probability measure on  . If Q is Gibbsian with respect
to the interaction a and to the reference measure R⊗Z
d
T , then Q is the x-marginal
of a weak solution corresponding to the system S∞, consequently: Q = Q∞ (since
S∞ has a unique strong solution).
Proof. We shall simply check that the second half of the proof of Theorem 3.7 in
(Cattiaux et al., 1996) is also valid in our context.
First of all, let us remark that our Gibbs measure Q is such that
∀i∈Zd; QRT ⊗ QZd\{i};
hence there is a unique adapted process (it)06t6T for which {xit− xi0−
∫ t
0 
i
s ds}06t6T
is a standard brownian motion under dQ(x).
Secondly, Q satis"es
∀t ∈ [0; T ]; ∀i∈Zd; EQ(|!it |)¡∞
and
∀i∈Zd; EQ
(∫ T
0
|DitHi| dt
)
¡∞
(cf. Lemma 3.2 in the next section).
Therefore we may use the Gibbsian integration by parts formula to show that
Q-a:s:(x); ∀i∈Zd; it(x) =−
@Fi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt);
the functional Fi being de"ned by
Fi(t; x; y; z) = U (xi)− xi
∑
j∼i
x j − "txi
(
yi − 
∑
j∼i
z j
)
:
Indeed, {(it)06t6T ; i∈Zd} is uniquely characterised (up to Q indistinguishability) by
the fact that
∀06 s¡ t6T; ∀i∈Zd; EQ
[
As
(
xit − xis −
∫ t
s
ir dr
)]
= 0
As : T → R being any Wloc, Fs-measurable functional on  T .
We may also write the preceding equation as
EQ
[
As
∫ T
0
1]s; t] dxir
]
= EQ
[
As
∫ t
s
ir dr
]
and after integrating by parts we obtain
EQ
[
As
(∫ t
s
ir dr + D
i
1]s; t]H
a
i
)]
= 0 (∗)
since Di1]s; t]As ≡ 0.
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One then simply has to compute Di1]s; t]H
a
i in order to make sure that (∗) holds true
when setting:
it(x) =−
@Fi
@xi
(t; xt ; yt ; zt):
Taking into account the fact that
H
a
i (x) = Fi(T ; xT ; yT ; zT )−Fi(0; x0; y0; z0)
−
∫ T
0
@Fi
@yi
dyir −
∫ T
0
@Fi
@zi
xir dr −
∑
j∼i
∫ T
0
@Fi
@zj
x jr dr −
∫ T
0
@Fi
@r
dr
− 1
2
∫ T
0
(
@2Fi
@x2i
+ 2
@2Fi
@xi@yi
)
dr
+
1
2
∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xi
)2
dr +
∑
j∼i
∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xj
· @Fj
@xj
)
dr
− 1
2
∑
j∼i
∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xj
)2
dr
=
∫ T
0
@Fi
@xi
dxir +
∑
j∼i
∫ T
0
@Fi
@xj
dx jr −
1
2
∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xi
)2
dr
− 1
2
∑
j∼i
∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xj
)2
dr;
we may then proceed to the (rather lengthy) Malliavin di7erentiation of each term in
the preceding sum. To this end, we de"ne
∀r ∈ [0; T ]; ’r =
∫ r
0
1]s; t](v) dv= ((r ∧ t) ∨ s− s); Ir =
∫ r
0
’v dv
and
∀F¿ 0; xi; Fr = xir + F’r
yi; Fr = x
i; F
r − xi; F0 +
∫ r
0
U ′(xi; Fv ) dv
zi; Fr =
∫ r
0
xi; Fv dv;
we then observe that
1
F
(xi; Fr − xir)−→F↘0 ’r
1
F
(yi;Fr − yir)−→F↘0 ’r +
∫ r
0
U ′′(xiv)’v dv
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1
F
(zi; Fr − zir)−→F↘0 Ir;
these convergences taking place in L2RT .
One thus obtains for example
Di1]s; t]
{∫ T
0
@Fi
@xi
dxir
}
=
∫ t
s
@Fi
@xi
dr +
∫ T
s
(
@2Fi
@x2i
· ’r + @
2Fi
@xi@yi
×
(
’r+
∫ r
0
U ′′(xiv)’v dv
)
+
@2Fi
@xi@zi
· Ir
)
(dMir+
i
r dr);
where (Mir) is a standard brownian motion under dQ, and
Di1]s; t]
{
−1
2
∫ T
0
(
@Fi
@xi
)2
dr
}
=−
∫ T
s
(
@Fi
@xi
@2Fi
@x2i
· ’r + @Fi@xi
@2Fi
@xi@yi
×
(
’r +
∫ r
0
U ′′(xiv)’v dv
)
+
@Fi
@xi
@2Fi
@xi@zi
· Ir
)
dr;
so that all in all the process {(it)06t6T ; i∈Zd} satis"es Eq. (∗) if and only if
EQ
[
As
{∫ t
s
(
ir +
@Fi
@xi
(r; xr ; yr ; zr)
)
dr
}]
= EQ
[
As
{
−
∫ T
s
(
@2Fi
@x2i
· ’r + @
2Fi
@xi@yi
·
(
’r +
∫ r
0
U ′′(xiv)’v dv
)
+
@2Fi
@xi@zi
· Ir
)
ir dr −
∑
j∼i
∫ T
s
(
@2Fi
@xj@xi
· ’r + @
2Fi
@xj@yi
×
(
’r +
∫ r
0
U ′′(xiv)’v dv
)
+
@2Fi
@xj@zi
· Ir
)
jr dr
+
∫ T
s
((
@Fi
@xi
@2Fi
@x2i
)
· ’r +
(
@Fi
@xi
@2Fi
@xi@yi
)
·
(
’r +
∫ r
0
U ′′(xiv)’vdv
)
+
(
@Fi
@xi
@2Fi
@xi@zi
)
· Ir
)
dr +
∑
j∼i
∫ T
s
((
@Fi
@xj
@2Fi
@xj@xi
)
· ’r
+
(
@Fi
@xj
@2Fi
@xj@yi
)
·
(
’r +
∫ r
0
U ′′(xiv)’v dv
)
+
(
@Fi
@xj
@2Fi
@xj@zi
)
· Ir
)
dr
}]
:
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This last equality is certainly satis"ed for any of our test functionals As if
ir(x) =−
@Fi
@xi
(r; xr ; yr ; zr);
and the proposition is proved.
Since we are in a situation where the spin space WT is non-compact and where the
translation invariant interaction a is not a summable one, it is not obvious at "rst
sight that there exists indeed a Gibbs measure Q∈M( ) corresponding to a and to
the reference measure R⊗Z
d
T ; however, this fact may be seen to follow from two results
contained in Chapter 4 of (Georgii, 1988), namely Corollary (4.13, p. 63) together
with Theorem (4.17, p. 67). So the set consisting of all (a;R⊗Z
d
T )-Gibbs measures is
non-empty, and according to the preceding proposition this set is actually reduced to
{Q∞}.
3. Averaged large deviations of the empirical process
Although Q∞ is the unique Gibbs measure associated with the interaction a and
reference measure R⊗Z
d
T , some veri"cations are needed in order to state a LDP when
considering the law of the empirical process ˆ(
)x under dQ
(x), since the interac-
tion we are dealing with is not a summable one. Nevertheless, proceeding just as in
Comets (1989) we may observe, still using periodic boundary conditions for 
, that
the following identity holds true for each Borel set A ⊂Ms( ):
!
(A) =
∫
W⊗
T
dR⊗
T (x)1{(
)x ∈A} e
−∑
′⊂
  a
′ (x)
=
∫
W⊗
T
dR⊗
T (x)1{(
)x ∈A} e
−∑i∈

(∑

′i
 a
′ (x)
|
′|
)
=
∫
A
d!0
()e
|
| ∫ Vad;
!0
 denoting the law of the empirical process 
(
)
x under dR⊗
T (x), and V
a : →
R being naturally de"ned by
∀x∈ ; V a(x) =−
∑
<O
 a< (x)
|<| :
Letting L be some positive real number for which 0([−L;L])=1 and Ms;L( ) denote
the subset of Ms( ) consisting of all Q such that
−L6 xi06L; Q-a:s:(x) (∀i∈Zd);
we "rst establish the large deviation upper bound for {!
} by making use of
Varadhan’s method (see Varadhan, 1966, Section 3 or Dembo and Zeitouni, 1998,
Section 4.3): this amounts essentially to check that the functional
V :  →
∫
Va d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may be de"ned on the whole space Ms;L as an upper semicontinuous functional taking
values in the interval [ −∞;M ] for some M ¡ +∞ depending only on the choices
of , , T and L.
H still denoting the speci"c entropy relative to the reference measure R⊗Z
d
T , we then
check that the good rate functional
Ia =H−V
vanishes only at Q∞. To be more precise, we establish that our nonsummable interac-
tion a also satis"es the variational principle of standard Gibbsian theory (see Georgii,
1988, Theorem 15.39, p. 325), and this is enough to make sure that Ia vanishes ex-
clusively at Q∞ since we know that the set of all (a;R⊗Z
d
T )-Gibbs measures reduces
to {Q∞}.
We "nally prove the large deviations lower bound for {!
} following the method
of FQollmer and Orey (see FQollmer and Orey, 1988, Section 3) and using the fact that
for any open set O⊂Ms;L( ):
inf
∈O
{H()−V()}= inf
∈O∩MV
{H()−V()} ;
MV denoting the set of all points ∈Ms;L( ) at which the functionalV :  →
∫
Va d
is lower semicontinuous.
3.1. Large deviations upper bound
Let us begin with the following
Proposition 3.1. V :  → ∫ Va d may be de:ned on Ms;L( ) as an upper semicon-
tinuous functional taking values in the interval [−∞;M ], for some M ¿ 0 depending
only on the choices of , , T and L.
Proof. A quick glance at the expression for the interaction a given earlier enables
one to make sure that
∀x∈W ZdT ;
V a(x) = P1("T ; {xi0; xiT ; yi0; yiT ; zi0; ziT}i∈<) +
∫ T
0
P2("t ; {xit ; yit ; zit}i∈<) dt;
where
<= {i∈Zd | (i = O) or (i ∼ O) or (i ∼ j for some j ∼ O)};
P1 and P2 being polynomial functions.
To make sure that∫
d(x)
(∫ T
0
P2("t ; {xit ; yit ; zit}i∈<) dt
)
is bounded from above uniformly when  varies in Ms( ), we shall "rst deal with
the terms in (1) =
∫ T
0 P2("t ; {xit ; yit ; zit}i∈<) dt coming from the “single site interaction
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potential”  a0 ; they sum to
(1)′ =

2
∫ T
0
(U ′′(xOt )− U ′(xOt )2) dt −

2
∫ T
0
(1 + 2(xOt − yOt )U ′(xOt ))"t dt
− 
2
∫ T
0
("t(xOt − yOt ))2 dt;
which is also equal to

2
∫ T
0
(U ′′(xOt )− U ′(xOt )2) dt −

2
ln (1 + 22T )
+

2
"T
(∫ T
0
U ′(xOt ) dt
)2
− 
2
(xO0 )
2
according to the remark preceding De"nition 2.3.
Next, according to Jensen’s inequality:
1
T 2
(∫ T
0
U ′(xOt ) dt
)2
6
1
T
∫ T
0
U ′(xOt )
2 dt;
so that "nally
(1)′6K +

2
∫ T
0
U ′′(xOt ) dt −

2
T
∫ T
0
U ′(xOt )
2 dt
for T = 1 − T"T = 1=(1 + 22T ) (here and in the sequel of the proof, K; K1; K2; : : :
are some positive constants depending merely on the choices of , , T and 0).
The terms remaining in the integral:
∫
d(x)(
∫ T
0 P2 dt) (coming from the “two sites
and three sites interaction potentials”) may be dealt with by using Young inequalities
and the translation invariance of . For example: the integral term∫
d(x)
{
2
2
∫ T
0
U ′(xit)x
O
t dt
}
(coming from the interaction  aO; i for some i ∼ O) is not greater than
2
2
∫
d(x)
{
3
5
∫ T
0
|U ′(xOt )|5=3 dt +
2
5
∫ T
0
|xOt |5=2 dt
}
and the integral term∫
d(x)
{
5
3
∫ T
0
"txitz
j
t dt
}
(coming from the interaction  aO; i; j for some j ∼ i ∼ O) is not greater than
5
3
∫
d(x)
{
1
2
∫ T
0
"2t (x
O
t )
2 dt +
1
2
∫ T
0
(zOt )
2 dt
}
;
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which may be bounded from above by
5
3
∫
d(x)
{
1
2
∫ T
0
"2t (x
O
t )
2 dt +
T 2
2
∫ T
0
(xOt )
2 dt
}
;
remembering that: zOt =
∫ t
0 x
O
s ds and using Jensen’s inequality.
All in all, one "nds out that for any translation invariant probability measure
∈Ms( ), the integral:∫
d(x)
(∫ T
0
P2
(
"t ; {xit ; yit ; zit}i∈<
)
dt
)
is bounded from above by∫
d(x)
∫ T
0
(
−
2
TU ′(xOt )
2 + (K1|xOt |5 + K2)
)
dt
for some positive constants K1 and K2.
We are now in a position to complete the proof of the proposition by taking into
account the term P1 arising in the expression for V given above.
We have
P1 =−U (xOT ) + U (xO0 )−
3
2
(
"T (xOT )
2 − 2"T xOT yOT − xO0
)
+ 2
∑
i∼O
(xiT x
O
T − xi0xO0 )− 2
∑
i∼O
"T (ziT x
O
T + z
O
T x
i
T );
and we may here again use Jensen’s inequality, Young inequalities and the translation
invariance of . For example, the term∫
d(x){2xiT xOT }
(coming from a nearest neighbour interaction with the origin) is bounded from above
by
2
∫
d(x)(xOT )
2
and the term∫
d(x)
{−2ziT xOT }
is not greater than
2
2
∫
d(x)(xOT )
2 +
2T
2
∫
d(x)
{∫ T
0
(xOt )
2 dt
}
:
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Handling similarly the terms remaining in
∫
d(x)P1, one may then assert that∫
d(x)Va(x) =
∫
d(x)
{
P1 +
∫ T
0
P2 dt
}
6
∫
d(x)
{∫ T
0
(
−
2
TU ′(xOt )
2 + (K3|xOt |5 + K4)
)
dt
}
+
∫
d(x){−U (xOT ) + K5|xOT |3 + K6}:
Hence, letting
M = T · sup
x∈R
{
−
2
TU ′(x)2 + (K3|x|5 + K4)
}
+ sup
x∈R
{−U (x) + K5|x|3 + K6};
we "nally have
V() =
∫
V (x) d(x)6M; ∀∈Ms;L( ):
Let us "nally establish the upper semicontinuity of V :  → ∫ Va(x) d(x) on
Ms;L( ).
According to the two preceding points, the continuous functional Va : → R may
be decomposed as
Va = V+ − V−;
with V+ = Va · I{V¿0}, V− = Va · I{V¡0} and V+ is taking its values in [0;M ] while
V−( ) = [0;+∞[.
Fixing ∈Ms;L( ) and a sequence (n)n¿1 on Ms;L( ) converging weakly to ,
we certainly have∫
 
V+ dn−→
n→∞
∫
 
V+ d
so that we only need to check that
lim inf
n→∞
∫
 
V− dn¿
∫
 
V− d
in order to establish that V is upper semicontinuous.
Consider "rst the case where V− ∈ L1(), so that∫
 
V− d=+∞:
Using Fatou’s lemma and Portmanteau’s theorem we obtain
lim inf
n→∞
∫
 
V− dn = lim inf
n→∞
∫ +∞
0
n{V−¿y} dy
¿
∫ +∞
0
(
lim inf
n→∞ n{V
−¿y}
)
dy
=
∫ +∞
0
({V−¿y}) dy =+∞
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so that
lim inf
n→∞
∫
 
V− dn¿
∫
 
V− d:
In the case where
∫
 V
− d=a¡+∞, one may consider for each A¿ 0 a bounded
continuous functional V−A : → R+ such that V−A takes its values in [0;A] and V−A (x)
coincides with V−(x) whenever V−(x)6A. One may then "x F¿ 0 and choose A
large enough so that∫
 
(V− − V−A ) d¡F:
Setting:  A = (V−)−1([0;A]), we then have∫
 
V− dn =
∫
 
V−A dn +
∫
 cA
(V− − V−A ) dn;
the "rst term in the preceding sum converges to
∫
 V
−
A d, which is greater than (a−F),
while the second term is ¿ 0 for each n.
Hence
∀F¿ 0; lim inf
n→∞
∫
 
V− dn ¿a− F
so that
lim inf
n→∞
∫
 
V− dn¿
∫
 
V− d;
and V is indeed upper semicontinuous.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, we may now state a large deviations upper
bound for the family {!
}
⊂⊂Zd .
Corollary 3.1. {!
}
⊂⊂Zd satis:es a large deviation upper bound on Ms;L( )
according to the good rate function Ia =H−V, i.e.:
lim sup

↗Zd
1
|
| log!
(C)6− inf∈C{I()}
for each closed subset C ⊂Ms;L( ).
Proof. Lemma 4.3.6 in (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1998, Section 4.3) may be applied here
when considering the functional I de"ned on Ms;L( ) through the identities
I() =
{−∞ if  ∈ C;
V() if ∈C:
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Before turning to the proof of the Gibbsian variational principle in the case of
our nonsummable interaction a, we "nd it appropriate to make here the following
(elementary) remarks
(1) An easy consequence of Proposition 3.1 is that
Q
(A)6 eM |
|R⊗
T (A)
for each "nite cubic box 
 and each Borel set A ⊂ W
T .
(2) According to the remarks made at the end of Section 2.1, we may also state that
Q∞ is such that∫
 
dQ∞(x)
(∫ T
0
|xOt |6 dt
)
¡∞ and
∫
 
dQ∞(x)|xOT |4 ¡∞:
(3) Still using Proposition 3.1 and the estimations established during its proof, one
may also check that any 7∈Ms;L( ) satisfying
V(7) =
∫
 
V a(x) d7(x)¿−∞
cannot have “thick tails” in the sense that the variables∫ T
0
|xOt |6 dt and |xOT |4
are both integrable under d7(x).
3.2. Gibbsian variational principle for a
Recall that the speci"c entropyH(7) de"ned with respect to the in"nite dimensional
Wiener measure R⊗Z
d
T is such that for each translation invariant 7∈Ms( ):
H(7) = lim

↗Zd
1
|
| H (7
|R
⊗

T ) = sup

⊂⊂Zd
1
|
| H
(
7
|R⊗
T
)
;
H (:|R⊗
T ) denoting the usual relative entropy with respect to R⊗
T .
We now prove the variational principle for a as a consequence of the following
lemmata:
Lemma 3.1. One has for each 7∈Ms;L( ):
H(7)−V(7)¿ 0:
Proof. We may assume that Va ∈L17, since there is nothing to prove otherwise.
In this case, the L1 version of the multidimensional ergodic theorem (stated as Corol-
lary 14.A5 in Georgii (1988, p. 304)) enables us to view V(7) as a limit in the
following way:
V(7) =
∫
Va d7= lim


1
|
|
∑
i∈

∫
Va(x(i)) d7(x):
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On the other hand, 7 has “thin tails” in the sense of remark (3) above, and this enables
one to see that the preceding limit coincides with
lim


1
|
|
∑
i∈

∫
Va(x(
); (i)
 ) d7
(x
):
Indeed, the di7erence between the two preceding limits may be viewed as
− lim


1
|
|
∑

′∩
 
=∅;
′∩
c 
=∅
∫
d7(x
c)
{∫
d7(x
)( 
′(x
(
)

 )−  
′(x
 ∨ x
c))
}
;
the number n
 of nonzero terms in the preceding sum (over 
′ such that: 
′ ∩ 
 =
∅; 
′ ∩ 
c = ∅) satis"es
n

|
| →
↗Zd 0;
since a has "nite range, and these nonzero terms have absolute values that are
uniformly bounded from above by some positive constant K (depending only on 7,
cf. remark (3)).
Hence
V(7)−H(7) = lim


1
|
|
∫
d7
(x
)
{∑
i∈

V a(x(
); (i))− ln
(
d7

dR⊗
T
(x
)
)}
and Jensen’s inequality applied to ln yields for each 
:∫
d7

{∑
i∈

V a(x(
); (i))− ln
(
d7

dR⊗
T
(x
)
)}
6 ln
{∫
d7

exp(
∑
i∈
 V (x
(
); (i)))
(d7
=dR⊗
T (x
))
}
= 0
(because the computation of the pressure corresponding to a becomes trivial when 

is equipped with its periodic boundary conditions).
Lemma 3.2. Q∞ is such that
H(Q∞) =
∫
Va dQ∞:
Proof. To prove this equality we shall merely use the fact that Q∞ is a Gibbs state
corresponding to a, so that for each 
 ⊂⊂ Zd:
dQ∞(x
) =
∫
dQ∞(x
c)
exp
{
− ∑:∩
 
=∅  a: (x
 ∨ x
c)}
Z
a

 (x
c)
;
where: Z
a

 (x
c) =
∫
dR⊗
T (x
) e
− ∑:∩
=∅  a: (x
∨x
c ).
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Using again the L1 multidimensional ergodic theorem and taking into account remark
(2), we also have∫
 
V a dQ∞ = lim


1
|
|
∑
i∈

∫
 
dQ∞(x)Va(x(i))
= lim


1
|
|
∑
i∈

∫
dQ∞(x
c)
{∫
dR⊗
T (x
)
e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
∨x
c )
Z
a

 (x
c)
×
(
−
∑
:i
 a: (x
 ∨ x
c)
|:|
)}
= lim


1
|
|
∫
dQ∞(x
c)
{∫
dR⊗
T (x
)
e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
∨x
c )
Z
a

 (x
c)
×

− ∑
:∩
 
=∅
 a: (x
 ∨ x
c)



 :
On the other hand:
H(Q∞) = lim


1
|
|
∫
dQ∞(x
c)
{∫
dR⊗
T (x
)
(
e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
∨x
c )
Z
a

 (x
c)
)
×ln
(
e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
∨x
c )
Z
a

 (x
c)
)}
hence
H(Q∞)−
∫
 
V a dQ∞ = lim


1
|
|
∫
dQ∞(x
c)− ln(Za
 (x
c)):
Jensen’s inequality applied to −ln and to the probability measure e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
:(x
(
)

 )
dR⊗
T (x
) now yields:
1
|
|
∫
dQ∞(x
c)− ln(Za
 (x
c))
=
1
|
|
∫
dQ∞(x
c)− ln
{∫
dR⊗
T (x
)e
− ∑:∩
=∅  a: (x
∨x
c )
}
=
1
|
|
∫
dQ∞(x
c)− ln
{∫
(e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
(
)

 ) dR⊗
T (x
))
×e−(
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
∨x
c )−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
(
)

 ))
}
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6
1
|
|
∫
dQ∞(x
c)
{∫
(e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
(
)

 ) dR⊗
T (x
))
×

 ∑
:∩
 
=∅;:∩
c 
=∅
( a:(x
 ∨ x
c)−  a: (x(
)
 ))



 ;
and the preceding term may be easily seen to converge to 0, using again the fact
that the number n
 of nonzero terms in the sum ranging over : such that: :∩
=∅;
:∩
c =∅ satis"es
n

|
| →
↗Zd 0
and Proposition 3.1.
By Lemma 3.1, we also know that
H(Q∞)¿
∫
Va dQ∞;
and the proof is now complete.
Lemma 3.3. Any 7∈Ms;L( ) satisfying
H(7)−V(7) = 0
is also such that
lim


1
|
|
∫
ln
(
d7

dQ∞;

(x
)
)
d7
(x
) = 0
(here and in the sequel, Q∞;
 simply denotes the 
-marginal of Q∞).
Proof. Consider 7∈Ms;L( ) satisfying: H(7)¡∞ and
∫
 V
a d7=H(7).
One has for each 
 ⊂⊂ Zd:
1
|
|
∫
ln
(
d7

dQ∞;

(x
)
)
d7
(x
)
=
1
|
|
∫
ln
(
d7

dR⊗
T
(x
)
)
d7
(x
)− 1|
|
∫
ln
(
dQ∞;

dR⊗
T
(x
)
)
d7
(x
)
=
1
|
|
∫
ln
(
d7

dR⊗
T
(x
)
)
d7
(x
)− 1|
|
∫
d7
(x
)
× ln
{∫
dQ∞;
c(x
c)
e−
∑
:∩
=∅  
a
: (x
∨x
c )
Z
a

 (x
c)
}
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6
1
|
|
∫
ln
(
d7

dR⊗
T
(x
)
)
d7
(x
)− 1|
|
∫
d7
(x
)
∫
dQ∞;
c(x
c)
×



− ∑
:∩
 
=∅
 a: (x
 ∨ x
c)

− ln(Za
 (x
c))

 ;
in the right hand side of the preceding inequality, the "rst term converges toH(7) while
the second term has a limit that may easily be seen to coincide with V(7), using once
again the multidimensional ergodic theorem (since Va ∈L17) and then remarks (2), (3).
Proposition 3.2 (Variational principle for ). For 7∈Ms;L( ), the following are
equivalent:
(a) 7 is a Gibbs measure corresponding to a (i.e.: 7= Q∞)
(b) H(7)¡∞ and ∫ V a d7=H(7)
(c) lim
 1=|
|
∫
ln(d7
=dQ∞;
(X
)) d7
(X
) = 0.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) is the content of Lemma 2.4.2, (b) ⇒ (c) is the content of Lemma
2.4.3, and (c) ⇒ (a) is a fact holding in great generality for translation invariant Gibbs
measures (see Georgii, 1988, Theorem 15.37, p. 323).
3.3. Large deviations lower bound
Following FQollmer and Orey’s approach to level 3 large deviations in a Gibbsian
setup (see FQollmer and Orey, 1988), we decompose the proof of the large deviations
lower bound for {!
}
⊂⊂Zd into two steps:
Step 1: we "rst prove that any ∈Ms;L( ) such that: Ia()¡ +∞ may be ap-
proximated by means of a sequence {n}n¿1 of ergodic probability measures on  
satisfying
(a) n ∈Ms;L( ); n =⇒
n→∞ ,
(b) H(n)−→
n→∞H(), and
(c) V(n)−→
n→∞V().
Step 2: ∈Ms;L( ) being any ergodic probability measure such that Ia()¡+∞,
the inequality
lim inf

↗Zd
1
|
| log!
(G)¿−I
a()
holds for all open neighbourhoods G of .
Proof of Step 1. Just as in (FQollmer and Orey, 1988), we may consider the sequence
of volumes 
n = ] − n; n]d ∩ Zd, let ˜n be the probability measure coinciding with 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on each of the -"elds
Jn;k = {xiu; 06 u6T; i∈ (
n + 2n:k)}; k∈Zd
and making these -"elds independent, and then set
n =
1
|
n|
∑
i∈
n
˜noL−1i ;
where Li simply denotes a shift on  = W Z
d
T . Each n ∈Ms;L( ) de"nes an ergodic
probability measure on  , and (n)n¿1 converges weakly to .
Moreover
lim inf
n→∞ H(n)¿H();
since H is lower semicontinuous. In order to prove the complementary inequality
H()¿ lim sup
n→∞
H(n);
we may simply observe that for each n¿ 1:
H(n) =
1
|
n| H (n|Jn;O ;R
⊗
n
T )
since n de"nes a 
n-periodical probability on  .
We then have
H(n)6
1
|
n|2
∑
i∈
n
H ((˜noL−1i )|Jn;O ;R⊗
nT )
since H (·;R⊗
nT ) is convex. Moreover, for each i∈
n, the measure (˜noL−1i )|Jn;O may
be viewed as a tensor product based on (2d) block marginals taken from |Jn;O (see
Fig. 1); recalling that relative entropy is sub-additive in the sense that
m∑
l=1
H (|JAl ;R
⊗Al
T )6H (|Jn;O ;R⊗
nT );
whenever A1; A2; : : : ; Am is a partition of 
n (with corresponding sub--"elds JA1 ; JA2 ; : : : ;
JAm ⊂ Jn;O), one obtains
H ((˜noL−1i )|Jn;O ;R⊗
nT )6H (|Jn;O ;R⊗
nT ); ∀i∈
n:
All in all, one "nds out that
H(n)6
1
|
n| H (|Jn;O ;R
⊗
n
T )6H():
A fortiori
lim sup
n→∞
H(n)6H();
so that (H(n))n¿1 converges to H() as n→∞.
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Fig. 1. In d= 2, each measure (˜noL−1i )|Jn;O may be viewed as a tensor product where four distinct block
marginals of |Jn;O are being used.
Finally, the convergence
V(n)−→
n→∞V()
also takes place simply because V() is "nite, so that  integrates the variables
{∫ T0 |xOt |6 dt} and {|xOT |4}, and because most of the terms ∫ (VoLi) d˜n appearing in
the decomposition
V(n) =
∫
 
V a dn =
1
|
n|
∑
i∈
n
∫
 
(VaoLi) d˜n
coincide with
∫
 (V
aoLi) d. To be more precise, there are at most 3 × |@
n| sites
i∈
n for which∫
 
(VaoLi) d˜n =
∫
 
(VaoLi) d;
these di7erences are averaged out in the large volume limit. This "nishes the proof of
Step 1.
Proof of Step 2. As a consequence of the L1 version of the multidimensional ergodic
theorem (cf. Georgii, 1988) we know that the convergence
lim

↗Zd
{x∈ | ˆ(
)x ∈O}= 1
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holds true for any open neighbourhood O of , and that the following L1 convergences
1
|
|
∑
i∈

V a(x(
); (i))
L1←−

↗Zd
∫
Va d;
1
|
| log
d

dR⊗
T
(x)
L1←−

↗Zd
H(;R⊗Z
d
T )
also take place.
Let us now consider an elementary open neighbourhood O ⊂ G of , of the form
O=
n⋂
k=1
{
7∈Ms;L( )
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
∫
fk d7−
∫
fk d
∣∣∣∣¡F
}
for some F¿ 0 and some bounded continuous functions f1; f2; : : : ; fn : → R, each
fk being measurable with respect to a "xed -algebra
J
0 = {xiu; 06 u6T; i∈
0};
for some "nite 
0 ⊂⊂ Zd.
Observe that for each 
 ⊂⊂ Zd, the event
E
 = {x∈ | ˆ(
)x ∈O}
decomposes into
E
 =
n⋂
k=1
{
x∈ 
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ 1|
|
∑
i∈

(fkoLi)−
∫
fk d
∣∣∣∣∣¡F
}
:
Setting
o

 = {i∈
 | (i + 
0) ⊂ 
};
we may next observe that for 
 suOciently large the event
E′
 =
n⋂
k=1

x∈ 
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
|
o

|
∑
i∈
o


(fkoLi)−
∫
fk d
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣¡
F
2


lies in the -algebra J
 and satis"es: E′
 ⊂ E
.
Taking into account the fact that 
Q
, with

-a:s:(x);
d

dQ

(x)=
d

dR⊗
T
(x) · dR
⊗

T
dQ

(x)=
d

dR⊗
T
(x) exp
(∑
i∈

V a(x(
); (i))
)
;
we then have
!
(G) = Q
{x | ˆ(
)x ∈G}
¿Q
{x|ˆ(
)x ∈O}
¿Q
(E′
)
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¿Q

(
E′
 ∩
{
d

dR⊗
T
(x)¿ 0;
1
|
| log
(
d

dR⊗
T
(x)
)
+
1
|
|
∑
i∈

V a(x(
); (i))6Ia() + 
})
;
 being some positive number. Hence
!
(G)¿ exp(−|
|(Ia() + ))

(
E′
 ∩
{
d

dR⊗
T
(x)¿ 0;
1
|
| log
(
d

dR⊗
T
(x)
)
+
1
|
|
∑
i∈

V a(x(
); (i))6Ia() + 
})
and taking into account the convergences obtained earlier via the L1 multidimensional
ergodic theorem "nishes the proof of Step 2.
We may now state and prove a large deviations lower bound for the empirical
process ˆ(
)x considered in the averaged regime.
Proposition 3.3. The family (!
)
⊂⊂Zd of probability measures corresponding to the
averaged regime of the empirical process also satis:es a large deviations lower bound
on Ms;L( ), in the sense that for any Borel set B ⊂Ms;L( ):
lim inf

↗Zd
1
|
| log!
(B)¿− inf∈ oB
Ia();
o
B denoting the interior of B (with respect to the topology of weak convergence).
Proof. The proof is a straightforward consequence of Steps 1 and 2: assuming that
inf
∈
o
B
Ia() = A¡+∞;
one may choose an ergodic ∈
o
B satisfying: Ia()¡A + F, for some "xed positive
F, and then consider an open neighbourhood O of  such that O ⊂
o
B.
According to Step 2:
lim inf

↗
1
|
| log!
(O)¿− (A+ F);
and letting F↘0 "nishes the proof of the proposition.
The large deviation principle we have just proved may naturally be viewed as an
LDP taking place in Ms( ), once we extend Ia by setting
Ia(Q) = +∞;
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whenever Q∈ (Ms( )\Ms;L( )). Moreover, as may be seen from the proofs of Propo-
sition 3.1 and Lemmata 3.1–3.3, one may relax the compact support condition on 0
by requiring simply that∫
R
x6 d0(x)¡+∞
and still derive such LD bounds. One may generalise further the hypotheses made
on the initial conditions, e.g. by requiring these initial conditions to be Gibbsian with
respect to some (reasonable) interaction potential de"ned on R(Zd); such generalisations
are carried out brieRy in Section 5. But let us "rst come to a study of the quenched
LD asymptotics of the empirical process ˆ(
)x .
4. Quenched large deviation estimates
We now consider a "xed (typical) realisation k0 of the external "eld variables, and let
Rk0
 denote the joint law of x and k when x is distributed according to R
⊗

T while k is
"xed at the value k0 (or rather, at the projection of k0 onto R
). According to Theorem
III.1 in Comets (1989), we know that: a.s. in the realisation of the disorder variables
k0, the law of the “joint empirical process” 2 ˆ
(
)
x;k considered under dR
k0

 (x; k) obeys
a LDP on Ms((WT ×R)(Zd)), on the scale |
| and according to the deterministic rate
functional Hq given by
Hq() =


H
R⊗Z
d
T
(x) if  has a second marginal k coinciding
with N(0; 2)⊗Z
d
;
+∞ else:
Denoting by Qk0
 the joint law of x and k when x is distributed according to dQ
k0

 and
k is "xed at the value k0, we also know that
dQk0

dRk0

= exp
{∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)
dxit
− 1
2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)2
dt

 :
Considering (x; k) as a spin con"guration where each spin variable (xi; ki) lies in
(WT × R), one may then express the preceding Radon–Nykod%Um derivative as
dQk0

dRk0

(x; k) = exp
{∑
i∈

Fi(x; k)
}
;
2 The joint empirical process ˆ(
)x;k is de"ned as the empirical process corresponding to the con"guration

 = (Ni)i∈
 = ((xi; ki))i∈
.
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the functional Fi : (WT × R)(Zd) → R being of the form:
Fi =−
∑
:i
 q:
|:|
for some "nite range, translation invariant Gibbsian interaction
q = ( q: ):⊂⊂Zd
on (WT × R)(Zd). The “quenched” interaction q is precisely given by
 q{i}(x; k)=[U (x
i
t)−kixit]T0 +
1
2
∫ T
0
{
U ′′(xit)+(k
i−U ′(xit))2+22 d(xit)2
}
dt;
 q{i; j}(x; k)=−[xitx jt ]T0 +
∫ T
0
{
(−U ′(xit) + ki)x jt + (−U ′(x jt ) + k j)xit
}
dt
if |j − i|= 1;
 q{i; j}(x; k) = 2
∫ T
0
xitx
j
t dt if |j − i|=
√
2;
 q{i; j}(x; k) = 
∫ T
0
xitx
j
t dt if |j − i|= 2;
 q: ≡ 0 for any other ::
Just as in Comets (1989), we may now use the fact that
dQk0

dRk0

(x; k) = exp
{
|
|
∫
FO dˆ(
)x;k
}
;
and applying the Laplace–Varadhan method in this context leads us to conjecture that
the joint empirical process (
)x;k should also satisfy an LDP when ((x
i; ki))i∈
 is dis-
tributed according to dQk0
 (x; k). The proposition is more precisely the following:
Proposition 4.1. Almost surely in the realisation of k0, the law of the “joint empirical
process” ˆ(
)x;k under dQ
k0

 (x; k) satis:es a LDP on the scale |
| and according to the
good rate function Jq :Ms((WT×R)(Zd))→ [0;+∞] given by
Jq() =


Hq()−
∫
FO d if Hq()¡+∞;
+∞ else:
Here again, some veri"cations are needed since the functional FO lacks a property
of uniform boundedness; one should precisely check that the quantity
A = lim sup

↗Zd
1
|
| ln
∫
(WT×R)

e·|
|〈FO ;ˆ
(
)〉 dRk0

is "nite for some ¿ 1 in order to prove the LD upper bound. In the present case one
may actually prove the following stronger statement
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Lemma 4.1. a.s. (k0), the quantity A is :nite for all ¿ 1.
Proof. Let us "x ¿ 1 and notice "rst that the exponential of  · |
|〈FO; ˆ(
)〉 may
be decomposed as
exp
{

∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)
dxit
− 2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)2
dt


×exp

2
2 − 
2
∑
i∈

∫ T
0
(
−U ′(xit) + 
∑
j∼i
x jt + k
i
)2
dt

 :
Using the Cauchy–Swartz inequality together with the martingale property of the square
of the "rst term thus leads to the following inequality:
A6 lim sup

↗Zd
1
2|
| ln
∫
e(2
2−)∑i∈
 ∫ T0 (−U ′(xit)+ ∑j∼i x jt +ki)2 dt dRk0
 :
Taking into account the translation invariance of the x-marginal of Rk0
 , we then have
A6 lim sup

↗Zd
1
2|
| ln
∫
e
(42−2)∑
i∈

∫ T
0 (2U
′(xit)
2+4 d2(xit)
2) dt
dRk0

+ lim sup

↗Zd
1
2|
| · 
2(42 − 2)
∑
i∈

(ki0)
2:
Now the "rst of these two terms is clearly "nite, while the second coincides a.s. with
22(22 − ), due to the strong law of large numbers.
The LD lower bound may then be proved similarly as in Section 3.3, i.e. by
considering an arbitrary open neighbourhoodN of ∈Ms((WT×R)(Zd)), where  may
be chosen as an ergodic p.m. such that Jq()¡+∞, and establishing the inequality
lim inf

↗Zd
1
|
| lnQ
k0

 {ˆ(
): ∈N}¿−Jq()
via the L1 ergodic theorem.
One thus obtains a quenched LDP for the joint empirical process ˆ(
)(x;k) (Proposition
4.1), which may naturally be contracted to a quenched LDP for the empirical process
ˆ(
)x , yielding part (ii) of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 4.2. Almost surely in the realisation of k0, the law of the empirical pro-
cess ˆ(
)x under dPk0
 obeys a large deviations principle on Ms( ), on the scale |
|
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and according to the (deterministic) good rate functional Iq :Ms( ) → [0;+∞]
given by:
Iq(7) = inf
1stmarg:()=7
(Jq()):
The preceding expression for Iq does not enable one to see immediately that Q∞
is also the unique minimiser associated with Iq; this fact follows however from the
general inequality
Iq¿Ia¿ 0;
a proof of which may be found in (Zeitouni, 2003, Lemma 2.2.8).
5. General initial and boundary conditions
Our aim in the present section is to show that one may also consider the quenched
dynamics
(Pk
)


dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + k
i dt
law(x|t=0) = 
 (i∈
; 06 t6T )
obtained when using a (nonproduct) probability measure 
 ∈M(R
) as initial condi-
tion and some "xed boundary condition (3jt )06t6T;j∈
c , and still derive averaged and
quenched LDPs for the empirical process.
Our general strategy consists in viewing the "nite dimensional, averaged dynamics
(P
) as the 
-dimensional projection corresponding to an in"nite volume Gibbs mea-
sure Q∞; as we shall see this strategy may still be carried out when the initial condition

 is simply the 
-dimensional projection of a (reasonable) translation invariant Gibbs
measure  corresponding to some deterministic interaction P= (pA)A⊂⊂Zd on RZ
d
.
As a "rst step towards this goal, let us remark that we may replace the compactly
supported probability measure u0 ∈M(R
) (corresponding to the initial condition u⊗
0
used in the preceding section) by a probability m0 supported on the whole real line
and having thin enough tails; one should precisely require that:∫
R
x6 dm0(x)¡+∞
since, according to the remarks made after Corollary 1.2.1 (cf. proof of Theorem 4.6
in FQollmer and Wakolbinger, 1986), this fact guarantees the "niteness of the integrals
I1 =
∫
dQ∞(x)|xiT |6 and I2 =
∫
dQ∞(x)
(∫ T
0
|xit |6 dt
)
;
Q∞ being the x-marginal corresponding to the system
dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
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dyit = dw
i
t + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
dzit = x
i
tdt
Law(x|t=0) = m⊗Z
d
0 ; y|t=0 = z|t=0 = 0 (i∈Zd; 06 t6T )
(such system certainly has a unique strong solution since m⊗Z
d
0 is supported by
S′(Zd)).
In view of the computations carried out in the preceding section, the "niteness of I1
and I2 suOces to establish that Q∞ is the unique translation invariant Gibbs measure
corresponding to the interaction a (on in"nite dimensional path space  =W⊗Z
d
T ) and
to the reference measure R = R⊗Z
d
T , RT now denoting the law of a one dimensional
Brownian motion having initial condition m0. We may thus choose e.g.
dm0(x) =
e−2U (x)∫
e−2U (y) dy
dx
as the reference probability corresponding to a “deep quench” initial condition.
At this stage we should make an important remark stated as Proposition 2.5, (ii), in
(Cattiaux et al., 1996).
Lemma 5.1. For each y∈S′(Zd), denote by Ry (resp. Qy∞) the probability R
(resp. Q∞) conditioned to start at y:
Ry(!∈A) =R(!∈A |!(0) = y):
For Q∞-almost all y, Qy∞ de:nes a Gibbs measure on  with respect to the interaction
a and to the reference measure Ry.
Let  be a (reasonable) Gibbs measure associated to an interaction P on RZd and
to the reference measure R; according to the preceding lemma, the in"nite volume
dynamics
(S∞)


dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
dyit = dw
i
t + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + "t
(
yit − 
∑
j∼i
z jt
)
dt
dzit = x
i
tdt
Law(x|t=0) = ; y|t=0 = z|t=0 = 0 (i∈Zd; 06 t6T )
may now be viewed as a Gibbsian average of Gibbs measures, and we next give a
necessary and suOcient condition devised by Cattiaux, Roelly and Zessin for such an
average to de"ne a Gibbs measure on path space  :
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Lemma 5.2. Assume that the Gibbs measure  on RZd is supported by the space
S′(Zd) of all tempered sequences on Zd; let (Qy; y∈S′(Zd)) be a measurable family
of (;Ry) Gibbs measures, and:
Q =
∫
Qy d(y):
Assume further that the expectation EQ[eH


 ] is :nite for each 
 ⊂⊂ Zd, and set
N
 (y) = logEQ[e
H
 |!(0) = y] = logEQy [eH
 ]:
In such conditions, Q is a Gibbs measure corresponding to the reference measure
R and to the Boltzmann weights  given by:
;
 = (Z
 (!
c))
−1 exp{−(H
 (!)− N
 (!(0)) + HP
 (!(0)))}
if and only if the variables !
(0) and !
c are independent under the probability
measure S
 given by:
dS
(!) = (ZP
 (!
c(0)))
−1 exp
{−(H
 (!)− N
 (!(0)) + HP
 (!(0)))} dQ(!):
Proof. See (Cattiaux et al., 1996, Proposition 2.6).
In the case of interest to us, where Q is the x-marginal corresponding to the in"nite
volume dynamics (S∞), we have
N
 (y) ≡ 0
and Q is a Gibbs measure corresponding to the interaction ( A + pA ◦ pr:|t=0)A⊂⊂Zd
and with the reference measure R⊗Z
d
T .
Of course, one should also require that the Gibbs measures corresponding to the
interaction P=(pA)A⊂⊂Zd enjoy the level 3 large deviation property; this will certainly
be the case if P de"nes a translation invariant, summable interaction on RZd (so that
‖‖ =∑
O supx∈RZd | 
(x)| is "nite), and it will also be the case in the natural
situation where P is the nearest neighbour interaction corresponding to a standard
Ising model:
p{i; j}(x) = xix j whenever i ∼ j; pA ≡ 0 else:
The preceding observations may now be gathered into
Theorem 5.1. Let P be a translation invariant, summable interaction on RZd , and
 be a translation invariant Gibbs measure on RZd corresponding to P and to a
reference probability m⊗Z
d
0 . Assume that∫
x6 dm0(x)¡+∞;
∫
(xO)6 d(x)¡+∞;
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and denote by Q∞ the x-marginal corresponding to the in:nite dimensional system
(S∞). For each :nite volume 
, consider the law P
k

 of the quenched dynamics

dxit = dw
i
t − U ′(xit) dt + 
∑
j∼i
x jt dt + k
i dt
law(x|t=0) = 
(:|3
c(0)) (i∈
; 06 t6T )
with boundary condition  = (3jt ; j∈Zd; 06 t6T ), 3 and denote by P
 the corre-
sponding averaged dynamics:
P
 =
∫
d"(k)Pk
:
Then: (i) Q∞-a:s:(), the law of the empirical process ˆ
(
)
x under dP
(x) obeys
a large deviation principle on the scale |
| and according to the good rate function
Ia :Ms( )→ [0;+∞] given by
∀P ∈Ms( ); Ia(P) =H(P;R⊗Z
d
T ) +H(pr0(P); )−
∫
V  dP;
where
V () =−
∑
AO
{ A + pA ◦ pr:|t=0}(x)
|A| ;
and where pr0(P) denotes the projection of P at time t = 0.
Moreover, if  is the only Gibbs measure corresponding to P and m⊗Z
d
0 then Q

∞
is the unique minimiser corresponding to the good rate function Ia.
(ii) Furthermore, for a :xed, typical realisation k of the disordered external :eld,
the law of the empirical process ˆ(
)x under dPk
(x) also obeys a large deviation
principle on Ms( ), on the scale |
| and according to a good rate function Iq
satisfying:
Iq(P)¿Ia(P); ∀P ∈Ms( ):
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